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Abstract 

Concerns about the practicality and effectiveness of using Contact Tracing Apps (CTA) 

to reduce the spread of COVID19 have been well documented and, in the UK, led to the 

abandonment of the NHS CTA shortly after its release in May 2020.  One of the key 

non-technical obstacles to widespread adoption of CTA has been concerns about 

privacy. We present a causal probabilistic model (a Bayesian network) that provides the 

basis for a practical CTA solution that does not compromise privacy. Users of the model 

can provide as much or little personal information as they wish about relevant risk 

factors, symptoms, and recent social interactions. The model then provides them 

feedback about the likelihood of the presence of asymptotic, mild or severe COVID19 

(past, present and projected). When the model is embedded in a smartphone app, it can 

be used to detect new outbreaks in a monitored population and identify outbreak 

locations as early as possible. For this purpose, the only data needed to be centrally 

collected is the probability the user has COVID19 and the GPS location.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

Although COVID19 infection rates are reducing world-wide, some claim there may be a risk of a 
second or even third wave of infection. Central to many governmental measures to contain the 
current infection and reduce the impact of potential subsequent waves, are the use of manual and 
smartphone-based contact tracing methods, referred to as Contact Tracing Apps (CTA). This 
paper is part of a set of studies conducted by a multidisciplinary team of researchers that suggest 
that any standalone contact tracing approach, manual or automated, is unlikely to contain, a high-
prevalence highly contagious disease like COVID19 (McLachlan et al, 2020b; McLachlan et al 
2020c).   
 
The first of these studies (Scott McLachlan, Lucas, Dube, Hitman, et al. 2020) conducted a 
systematic review of recent literature proposing CTA solutions for COVID19, highlighting issues 
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relating to privacy and confidentiality and identifying the sweet-spot for the uptake of CTA at which 
it becomes clinically useful. We showed that the best-case scenario for uptake requires between 
90% and 95% of the entire population for infection containment. This does not factor in any loss 
due to people dropping out or device incompatibility or the fact that only 79% of the population 
own a smartphone, with less than 40% in the over-65 age group. Hence, the best-case scenario 
is beyond that which could conceivably be achieved, demonstrating that CTA on its own is not 
adequate as the sole containment tool in a pandemic. The framework of our proposed solution 
was described in (Scott McLachlan, Lucas, Dube, McLachlan, et al. 2020). We argued that, in 
addition to privacy issues, the UK’s adopted CTA solution (NHSX) (Servick 2020) only acts 
retrospectively, advising the user they were previously in close contact with another infected 
person. This advice often comes only after they have already begun asymptomatically shedding 
the disease (shortly after our review the UK Government announced that it was no longer 
supporting NHSX and had started to work on an alternative solution with Apple and Google1). In 
contrast the solution we proposed integrates any retrospective CTA with symptom tracking and a 
causal probabilistic model (a Bayesian network) that computes the probability of COVID19 
infection based on information provided by the individual and publicly available data. Our solution 
does not risk compromise privacy because information provided by the user is not stored on any 
central server. When combined with an effective and transparent communication strategy, this 
solution could work. In (Osman et al. 2020) we addressed the challenges of both technical and 
behavioural issues in adopting CTA that policy makers need to consider to successfully deal with 
the possibility of a second or subsequent wave. 

 
In this paper we describe the details of the proposed Bayesian network model and its deployment 
first introduced in (Scott McLachlan, Lucas, Dube, McLachlan, et al. 2020). The model focuses 
on computing the probability that they have asymptotic, mild or severe COVID19 (past, present 
and projected). The model and its assumptions are described in Section 2. In Section 3 we provide 
several scenarios demonstrating how the model makes diagnoses and predictions and provides 
personalised decision-support for users. For instance, it provides personal decision-making and 
answers questions, such as ‘whether or not I have the disease?’, ‘whether or not I should go out?’, 
and ‘Whether or not it is safe to be in contact with others?’ (Osman et al. 2020). We also 
demonstrate how to perform sensitivity analysis to determine which variables in the model have 
most impact on any particular outcome variable. We propose this model take the form of 
smartphone app based on the architectural framework that we describe in Section 4 (this 
architecture is already in operation as part of an EPSRC project2).  The app can be used to detect 
where new outbreaks occur as early as possible. For this purpose, the only data needed to be 
stored centrally is the probability the user has COVID19 and the GPS location, hence – unlike 
other proposed solutions – there is minimal possibility of compromising users’ privacy.   
  

 
1 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/18/uk-poised-to-abandon-coronavirus-app-in-favour-of-
apple-and-google-models 
2 https://pambayesian.org/ 
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2. Bayesian network based COVID19 symptom tracking and 

prediction 

A Bayesian network (BN)  (Cowell et al. 1999; Pearl 1988; N. E. Fenton and Neil 2018) is a 
graphical model, consisting of nodes and arcs, as shown in Figure 1 (which is a simplified 
fragment of the main COVID19 model we will present).  The nodes represent variables which may 
or may not be directly observable (the convention we use here is that those coloured white are 
generally not observable). Nodes may be discrete or continuous (for simplicity we consider only 
discrete nodes here) and the probability values displayed represent the probabilities associated 
with the state values of that node.  

 
Figure 1 A Bayesian network (this is a simplified fragment of the main COVID19 Bayesian network model structure). 

The probabilities shown represent prior marginal probabilities when no observations are entered 

 

There is an arc between two nodes if the corresponding variables are causally or statistically 
linked. The strength of the link, as well as the uncertainty associated with these, is captured in 
probability tables such as those shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The values (formally called 
‘parameters’) in these tables are either learned from data or knowledge - or a combination of both.  
Every node which has at least one parent will have an associated probability table that is 
conditioned on its parent node(s). For example, the probability table for the node “Tested result” 
is shown in Table 1 and is based on a combination of data from empirical studies (Carver and 
Jones 2020; Ai et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020; Chua et al. 2020) and knowledge such as the obvious 
fact that ‘No Test’ will not produce a result. The table for the node ‘Cough’ is shown in Table 2 
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and is based on a combination of data from (Michelen, Jones, and Stavropoulou 2020) and 
knowledge. 
 
Table 1 Conditional probability table for node “Tested Result” 

 

 
Table 2 Conditional probability table for node “Cough” 

 
 
 
For nodes that have no parents (such as the node “Age”) the associated probability table is simply 
based on population statistics. For example, from national UK statistics 18.1% of the population 
is aged between 65 and 80 and hence the probability value associated with the state “65-80” is 
18.1%. Such probabilities are called ‘prior’ probabilities. For nodes with parents, such as the node 
‘cough’ or the node ‘COVID19 status’, the probability values shown in Figure 1 are called ‘marginal 
prior probabilities’;  they are calculated based on the values of their parent nodes and their 
conditional probability table. Hence, the fact that the prior marginal probability for ‘COVID19 
status’ mild being 2.51% tells us that, based on the current population distribution of age, risk 
factors and disease infection, 2.51% of the population currently has mild COVID19.   
 
So, while the initial probability values in a BN model represent what is known about the population 
as a whole, the real purpose of such a model is to ‘personalize’ it by providing it with information 
specific to an individual.  For example, if we know that a specific individual is aged between 50-
65 then we can enter this information into the model – we call this ‘entering an observation’.  When 
observations are entered into the model for specific variables, all of the probabilities for the, as 
yet unobserved variables are updated using an AI algorithm called Bayesian inference. For 
example, Figure 2 shows the updated probabilities when a user enters the following observations 
about themselves (or, say, a family member): a) they are aged 50-65; b) they have symptoms of 
a cough and loss of taste and smell. So, whereas the ‘prior’ probability for COVID19 status being 
‘mild’ was 2.51% (Figure 1) the revised probability – which we call the  ‘posterior probability’ - has 
now increased to 42.2%. 
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Figure 2 Updated probabilities when observations are entered 

 
It is important to note that we call models such as this causal BNs to distinguish them from BN 
models whose structure (and probability parameters) are learnt entirely from data - the limitations 
of learning BN models solely from data for problems such as this are well known (Constantinou 
et al. 2016). The model structure here is defined by basic knowledge of causation that confirm to 
a set of well-defined structural idioms (Kyrimi et al. 2020; Neil, Fenton, and Nielson 2000) that 
themselves represent reusable patterns of causal inference. For example, symptoms such as loss 
of taste or smell in this model (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2020) do not cause a 
particular disease status, but are caused by it. Hence, the arc is directed from disease status to 
symptoms and not vice versa. Conversely, physiological risk factors (such as age or existing 
medical conditions) may increase or decrease the probability of a disease status but are not 
caused by the disease. Hence, the arcs are directed from risk factors to disease status.    
 
It is also important to note that the model we present below is quite different to the kind of BN 
models we used in our recent publications (Neil et al. 2020; N. E. Fenton et al. 2020) about 
COVID19. Those models were aimed at learning, from data, the ‘unknown’ infection and death 
rates over entire populations, taking account of uncertain information such as accuracy and bias 
in testing and death reporting. So, nodes3 in those models represented the (unknown) infection 
and death rates and test accuracy results. In contrast, the model described here does not allow 
us to properly incorporate uncertainty about population infection rates and test accuracy. Instead, 
we rely on ‘point’ probability values entered into relevant probability tables. For example, the 

 
3 Those nodes were continuous and their probability distributions captured the full extent of uncertainty 
about them. When observations about specific reported population infection and death numbers were 
entered, the model provided revised probability distributions for the infection and death rates as well as 
test accuracy. 
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probability table for the node ‘Tested result’ shown in Table 1 contains only point values (as 
opposed to full probability distributions)  for the various false positive and false negative rates 
associated with the different types of tests. These point values represent the average over the 
various reported values, and are thus a simplification. However, because this model is concerned 
with predictions about an individual rather than a population, these simplifications are reasonable.  
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3 Structure of the COVID19 model  
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The structure of the full COVID19 model is shown in Figure 3 The node states and prior marginal 
probability values are shown in Figure 4; that is, the state of the model when no observations are 
entered. This reflects a current random individual in the general ‘population’.  
 

  
Figure 4 Model with prior marginal probabilities 

 
The assumptions and rationale for the model are as follows: 
 

• A person can only become infected if they have encountered the virus, and the amount of 
contact with the virus determines the probability of actual infection. Hence, we have a part 
of the model (“Infection”) that focuses on the amount of contact a person has recently had 
with the virus (where amount is assessed on a simple ranked scale from none to very 
high). For someone who knows they have been in direct contact with a confirmed 
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COVID19 person the amount of contact with the virus will likely be high. However, most 
people will be unaware of whether or not people they have been in contact with were 
infected. They might know if people they were with had symptoms; they should also be 
able to say how much general interaction they have had with people outside their 
household (such as through work, and attending parties and larger gatherings) and 
whether there may have been contact transfer of the virus to them from, for example, 
receiving many recent parcel deliveries. Any information about these will update the 
probability of infection.  

• A person previously known to have had COVID19 may have immunity from contracting it 
again. Hence, we have a part of the model (“Immunity”) that focuses on evidence to 
support the notion that a person was previously infected. Typically, people assume that 
they were previously infected if they previously had severe symptoms and/or had a 
validated test that was positive. It is those observations that a user can enter into the 
model (rather than a direct observation that they were infected); the model captures 
uncertainty about the accuracy of both types of evidence. The model also incorporates 
empirical information about the decreasing impact on immunity given time since infection 
(Long et al. 2020). For simplicity we differentiate only between less than 8 weeks and at 
least 8 weeks.  

• The listed background risk factors (age, sex, obesity and underlying medical conditions) 
have no impact on whether or not a person becomes infected. However, if a person is 
infected then these risk factors do impact on whether or not the infection will be 
asymptomatic, mild or serious.  

• If a person becomes infected with COVID19 then in the first 5 days they are generally 
asymptomatic (Beeching, Fletcher, and Beadsworth 2020). Some infected will never get 
any symptoms (i.e. they remain asymptomatic) (Heneghan, Brassey, and Jefferson 2020),  
whereas for others the disease will eventually be classified as either mild or severe So, 
we have separate nodes distinguishing between the current COVID19 status and eventual 
worst case COVID19 status (Mizumoto et al. 2020; Day 2020; Bengali 2020). 

• In general, we will never observe directly that we have or have not been infected with the 
virus. So, we would never enter a direct observation of yes or no into the node ‘infected 
with COVID19’ (nor into the node ‘previously infected’). However, if the probability of yes 
is zero then, irrespective of any other observations in the model the COVID19 status will 
be ‘none’ (even in the presence of the worst risk factors and full set of symptoms).  

• There are other medical conditions (notably Flu and COPD) that have several similar 
symptoms to COVID19. Hence, the parent node of the symptom nodes includes a state 
“Non Covid similar symptoms” to incorporate all such conditions. It is possible to have both 
COVID19 and a different condition. 

• There are three major types of test (as shown in Figure 4) with different degrees of 
accuracy (characterised by the false positive and false negative rates defined in the 
probability table of “Tested result”).  Although most people have not been (and will not be) 
tested4, if they have been then it is assumed they will know the result (and normally also 
the type of test) and enter this as an observation. The test accuracy data is based on 
(Carver and Jones 2020; Ai et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020; Chua et al. 2020). 

• Apart from the various factors relevant to the infection possibility (i.e. those associated 
with contact with infected people or objects) the only risk factors explicitly considered are 
age, sex, underlying medical condition and obesity. However, the model could be easily 
extended to include other risk factors – such as diabetes and those associated with BAME 
communities and/or deprivation (Apea et al. 2020) - when sufficient empirical data are 
available for inclusion. However, the dangers of including many claimed risk factors such 

 
4 As key population data changes, such as the number of people who have been tested, then we simply 
change the associated prior probability values in the model. 
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as those in (Collaborative et al. 2020) are highlighted in (Griffith et al. 2020; N. Fenton 
2020). 

• The set of symptoms included are those occurring in at least 25% of patients with either 
mild or severe COVID19. The probability values are based on the statistics provided in 
(Huang et al. 2020). Additional symptoms such as nausea, vomiting and diarrhoea, 
congestion or runny nose can be added as and when we are able to collect relevant data 
for these.   

• The two nodes with dotted lines (‘risk factors’ and ‘risk conditioned on age’) are introduced 
into the model solely for the benefit of simplifying parameter estimation. They are dotted 
because they are considered to be ‘hidden nodes’5 of no interest to users of the model.  

• A threshold (such as 60%) is set for the nodes “COVID19 alert” and “hospitalisation alert”. 
If the former is triggered it will provide advice about submitting for a PCR nasal test as 
soon as possible, self-isolation and social distancing. The latter depends on the probability 
of severe (as opposed to mild or asymptomatic COVID19) and whether or not the 
symptoms are deteriorating. The node ‘Symptoms status’, which is a parent of 
‘Hospitalization alert’ is assumed to consider factors such as: trouble breathing, persistent 
pain or pressure in the chest, new confusion, inability to wake or stay awake, bluish lips 
or face (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2020). There is also a “Get antibody 
test” alert for those who have a high probability of being previously infected. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3. Scenarios running the model 

Figure 5 shows a scenario in which a 70-year-old person with serious underlying medical 

conditions (who is not a frontline healthcare worker and has not previously had a validated test or 

symptoms) has in the past 5 days had multiple recent interactions with other people including one 

with COVID19 symptoms. . 

 
5 In AgenaRisk such ‘hidden nodes’ can literally be hidden from view.  
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Figure 5 Scenario in which a person who is not a healthcare worker but has had multiple external interactions with 
others including one with COVID19 symptoms.  

The model calculates there is a 33.5% probability this person is now infected. As the interactions 
were less than 5 days ago there are no currently reported symptoms. However, because of this 
person’s age and underlying medical conditions, the model predicts that (although currently 
asymptomatic) there is a 14% chance this person will eventually have severe COVID19 and 
therefore could be advised to self-isolate until they receive the test result  
 
The particular observations for  age and underlying medical conditions do not, as we made clear 
in our assumptions, change the probability of being infected, but it does change the probability of 
the eventual seriousness of infection if infected. Table 3 shows some examples of the results 
running the model with different age/medical condition combinations.  
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Table 3 Results of running the scenario with different age, underlying medical condition combinations 

Age underlying medical 
conditions 

Eventual COVID19 status 

  severe mild asymptomatic 

>80 High 20% 9% 5% 

65-80 Medium 14% 11% 8% 

15-49 Medium 2% 8% 24% 

15-49 Low 1% 4% 29% 

<15 Low 0.15% 0.65% 33% 

 
 
 
If, in this scenario, we conduct a PCR nasal test and get a positive result the probability of 
COVID19 rises to 73%. If it was a CT-Scan positive test then the probability rises to over 98%.  
However, even in the latter case for a person aged between 50-65 with no underlying medical 
conditions, the model predicts only a 6% chance that the infection will be severe (27% mild, 65% 
asymptomatic) and therefore the appropriate medical advice can be given by a health professional 
or advice line. 
 
Next we consider a scenario, shown in Figure 6, where a person aged between 50-65 with no 
underlying medical conditions reports symptoms: cough, fatigue, and dyspnoea. Note that, 
because this person has provided no information about recent contact with others and because 
the symptoms reported are also common generally (especially for those with colds or flu), the 
model calculates only a 6% probability of COVID19 (and 2.3% probability of a condition like flu). 
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Figure 6 Person aged between 50-65 with no underlying medical conditions reports symptoms: cough, fatigue, 
dysponea 

 
 
However, providing further symptomatic information can make a big difference. For, example if 
this person explicitly reports no loss of taste/smell (as opposed to not reporting anything for this 
symptom) the probability of COVID19 drops to 2%, whereas it jumps to 31% if there is loss of 
taste/smell. If in the latter case we further know that this person is a frontline healthcare worker, 
the probability increases to 44%. If this person has a PCR nasal test and gets a negative test 
result, there is still a 18% chance this person has COVID19 (the probability of a different flu-like 
condition is 4%) and therefore the advice might be to self-isolate for 7-14 days to further monitor 
symptoms and to have a repeat test prior to coming back to work.  
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In Figure 7 we see the result of running the model for a person about whom we have no 
observation other than that they have extensive symptoms, which are deteriorating. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7 Person about whom we know nothing other than extensive symptoms 

In this case the Bayesian algorithm’s ‘backward inference’ not only produces a very high eventual 
probability (77%) of severe COVID19 (19% mild), but also infers this person is very likely to be at 
least 65 with underlying medical conditions. As such, note that the hospitalization alert would be 
enabled if, say, the threshold was set at 60%. However, if we discover this person is, say only 45 
with no underlying medical conditions, then although the probability of COVID19 is unchanged 
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the probability that the worst case scenario for this person is severe COVID19 drops from 77% to 
28%; even with deteriorating symptoms, the hospitalization alert probability is below the 60% 
threshold.   
 
Figure 8 shows the results of running the sensitivity analysis tool on the model in AgenaRisk for 
the ‘eventual COVID19 status’ (which is what we call the ‘target node’ for the sensitivity analysis) 
being severe. This assumes no observations in the model. 
 
 

 
Figure 8 Sensitivity analysis for “eventual COVID19 status = severe” shown as tornado graph 

 
It is possible to run many different types of sensitivity analysis. For example, once some 
observations are entered for a specific patient, we could run the sensitivity analysis using 
‘Hospitalization alert’ as the target node in order to determine which  - as yet unobserved – factors 
have the greatest impact and hence which we should look out for next.   
 
A major advantage of a BN model is that it can still generate predictions with incomplete 
information. Thus, for any nodes for which the user does not (or cannot) provide observations, 
the model is able to use prior probabilistic information rather than make particular assumptions. 
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So, although body temperature and oxygen saturation are key measurements, the user decides 
whether or not these measurements are actually done. Using the BN it is also possible to predict 
which feature will be the most informative one in contributing to the diagnosis, and this feature 
can be used to request additional information from the app’s user after some initial input. 
 
Because of the rapidly changing empirical information about all of the factors in the model the 
probability table parameters are being continually updated to reflect the state of knowledge. 
Parameters that either have no relevant empirical data, or are not logically determined, are simply 
estimated. It is possible to add other symptoms and risk factors as the literature provides the 
relevant information.  
 
The full BN model is available at 

http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~norman/Models/covid19_for_contact_tracing_paper.cmpx.  

It can be opened and run in the free trial version of AgenaRisk (Agena Ltd 2020)  

All the model prior and conditional probability tables can be inspected once the model is 

opened.  

 
 

4. Design of the BayesCOVID Surveillance Framework 

Use of our BN model provides a foundation for population surveillance of the geographical 
outbreak and spread of COVID19. The proposed infrastructure for personalised COVID19 status 
feedback and collecting geographical data is shown in Figure 5, and is inspired by related 
research of the authors’ research groups (van der Heijden, M. et al. 2013; Velikova, M. V. et al. 
2014) 

 
Figure 9 Infrastructure for personalised COVID19 feedback and collecting geographical COVID19 data 

  

 

As Figure 9 illustrates, the BN is embedded or integrated into an app accessible from the user’s 
smartphone. This solution operates within the CardiPro environment using the Web/PWA front-
end and Agena CloudAPI  (S. McLachlan et al. 2020). Figure 11 shows how the user inputs their 
information on a smartphone and gets feedback in the form of probability, alerts and 
recommendations that are extracted from the underlying BN model.   
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Figure 10 The BN model running on a mobile phone in the CardiPro Environment 

 
 
Our research group has the means now to demonstrate both the elements and the entire solution 
presented in Figure 9. The minimalist data transmitted to the server, even if coupled with collecting 
a similar anonymous symptom set as used for the COVID19 symptom tracker app (Drew et al. 
2020), means that it is privacy preserving. 
 
 
While it is assumed that a citizen of a country obtains feedback about the likelihood of the 
presence of asymptotic, mild or severe COVID19 from a smartphone app, the main purpose of 
making an app with the BN embedded is to monitor the population for detecting new outbreaks 
and the locations at which this occurs as early as possible. For this purpose, the only data needed 
to be collected centrally is the probability the user has COVID19 and the GPS location. In addition, 
it might be useful to also add an app-specific unique identifier so that it is possible to follow the 
progress of COVID19 in the individual (possibly until hospital admission). However, collecting only 
the above-mentioned data triple has the advantage of minimal infringement of privacy. 
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5. Conclusion 

We are sceptical that any standalone CTA, manual or automated, could contain a high-prevalence 
highly contagious disease like COVID19. This is primarily because the CTA acts retrospectively,  
advising the user they were previously in close contact with an infected.  In the case of COVID19, 
this advice often comes only after they have already begun asymptomatically shedding the 
disease. In contrast, the BN solution we propose integrates retrospective information with 
symptom tracking. It is different to other proposed solutions and models, since: 
 

• It combines multiple different types of information into a causal model of the process that 
first leads to potential infection, including the possibility of immunity from previous 
infection, and then – based on personal risk factors - the extent to which an infected 
person will suffer.  

• Observations of any test results and symptoms are used to update the probability of 
infection (and tis seriousness), but the causal structure of the model also provides 
explanations for observations (such as why a particular test result may produce a 
probability of infection that seems counterintuitive).  

• It provides personalised probabilities of past, current and future COVID19 status 
distinguishing between the probability of asymptomatic, mild or serious). The more 
information the user provides, the more ‘personalized’ the results – it is entirely up to the 
user how much information they wish to provide;  the model produces probability outputs 
for every variable that is ‘unobserved’. 

• The model is privacy preserving because the personal information is not shared at all 
when used for personalised assessment. Moreover, even if the model is used as part of 
an embedded national CTA service as proposed in Section 4, the only data that needs to 
be shared is the current COVID19 probability status and the GPS location. 

 
When combined with an effective communication strategy, we believe solutions like the one 
proposed here can have a very beneficial effect on containing the spread of this pandemic and 
reducing the need for draconian lockdown procedures.  
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